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Abstract

Piezoelectric materials are essential for the conversion between mechanical and electrical energy, for example in ultrasound imaging and vibrational energy harvesting. Here, we are making and exploring the effects of a new design: co-sintered multilayers with texture (grains of a preferential crystallographic direction). The motivation is the combination of increased piezoelectric response in certain crystallographic directions; multilayer structures where thick films rather than bulk materials can allow higher frequency operation and large area; and co-sintering to avoid detrimental effects from gluing layers together. Samples of the lead-free piezoelectric material Li0.06(K0.52Na0.48)0.94Nb0.71Ta0.29O3 with 0.25 mol% Mn (KNNLT) were made by tape casting and co-sintering. NaNbO3 platelets with (100) orientation which were used as templates to introduce texture, and polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) was used as a pore forming agent for making porous substrates. The electrical impedances of the co-sintered samples were recorded and analyzed by equivalent electrical circuit modelling. A texture up to 85% in the [100] crystallographic direction was obtained. The samples displayed ferro- and piezoelectricity, with a maximum thickness coupling coefficient (k t = 0.18) between mechanical and electrical energy in the most textured sample. This demonstrates that the introduction of texture in multilayered, co-sintered piezoelectrics shows promise for improving devices for ultrasound imaging or energy harvesting.

Introduction

Energy conversion between the mechanical and the electrical domain is important in many existing, as well as upcoming technologies. Piezoelectric materials, due to their coupling between mechanical deformation and charge generation, are well suited for this purpose. Many piezoelectrics based on the perovskite-structured Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 ceramics [1, 2] have been developed with high efficiency for the energy conversion [3]. Since these materials are also ferroelectric, alignment of the polarization found in each part of the polycrystalline materials is possible, causing an efficient transduction between mechanical and electrical energy: electrical surface charge in response to mechanical deformation, and strain in response to electric field. For example, in energy harvesters, the piezoelectric material can convert mechanical energy to electricity with a high energy density [3, 4], and in ultrasound transducers, the rapid generation of ultrasound waves and the conversion of back-reflected waves to an electrical signal can occur with limited energy loss to heat [5, 6].

A few challenges are encountered in the area of piezoelectric transducers for energy conversion. By far, the most applied and highest performing materials are based on Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 and contain a significant amount of lead oxide, toxic to humans and the environment [7–10]. With the prospect of the widespread use of piezoelectrics as energy harvesters for consumer wearables, internet-of-things devices etc, with low anticipated rate of recycling and proper disposal, the use of lead-containing materials is especially critical. The use of lead oxides in consumer electronics is also addressed in upcoming legislation e.g. in the European Union [11].
However, lead-free alternatives generally suffer from lower performance than those that are lead-based [9]. The drop in performance can to some extent be overcome by materials engineering, e.g. alignment of the crystallographic directions of the grains in the ceramics (texturing) [12–14], such that the direction of largest piezoelectric response is utilized [15, 16]. For bulk materials, texturing does however require several extra, cumbersome processing steps compared to simple pressing and sintering of powder. The processing must now introduce shear forces (e.g. via tape casting) that align template particles and thereby steer the growth into the desired crystallographic direction (tempered grain growth) [13], followed by the lamination of many thin layers to form the desired bulk material thickness. For certain systems, such as energy harvesters [3, 17, 18], large-scale structural health monitoring [19], high-frequency ultrasound transducers [5, 20], large area and low dimensionality in the form of a thin film (1–100 μm thickness) is the desired shape rather than bulk. For these shapes, the more complex geometry already requires complex shaping, and achieving texture should only require the addition of template particles for texture development. However, thick films have limited strength and are usually not self-supporting, such that a support layer (substrate) is required. So far, the co-sintering of textured piezoelectric thick films and supports have not been realized.

This work therefore develops the synthesis of, and investigates energy conversion in this new type of textured, multilayer piezoelectric transducers made by tape casting. The motivation behind this, is that tape casting makes it possible to induce texture in the thick film by adding templates that steer the direction of grain growth [13]. Furthermore, porosity can be introduced by adding pore formers [21], such that porous backing layers can be made to adjust the density, acoustic impedance and attenuation of sound waves, important for applications in ultrasound transducers. Several layers of tape can be laminated (or potentially co-cast) to the desired layer configuration or to increase the thickness. Co-sintering this entire structure could make it possible to avoid weak interfaces and limited temperature stability from gluing layers together after sintering. The glue layers (typically epoxy resins) can significantly modify the behavior of the device, in particular the electroacoustic response of an ultrasound transducer if the thickness of this layer is in the same order of magnitude as the thickness of the thick film [22].

This work shows how such textured, multilayered transducers can be synthesized and how the texture affects the energy conversion between the electric and mechanical domain and the physical properties of the transducers. The test material is the lead-free piezoelectric composition Li0.06(K0.52Na0.48)0.94Nb0.71Ta0.29O3 doped with 0.25 mol% Mn (KNNLTM). This is a modified version of the promising lead-free system based on K0.53Na0.47NbO3 (KNN) [9, 23, 24]. The specific KNNLTM composition was recently found to have large coupling coefficients for mechanical-electrical energy transfer when made as (100)-oriented single crystals [25]. We observe that a high degree of texture can be obtained in KNNLTM thick films co-sintered on a porous KNNLTM support after careful process control. Four multilayered, co-sintered samples are characterized in detail in this work, two textured and two non-textured, showing the highest piezoelectric response in the most textured sample. Although the coupling coefficient between the mechanical and electrical energy in these first samples is low, this work shows the potential for introducing texture in co-sintered multilayered piezoelectric transducers.

Methods

Multilayer transducer fabrication

Slurries for tape casting were produced following a procedure by Foghmoes et al [26]. Powder of KNNLTM ([Li0.06(K0.52Na0.48)0.94]Nb0.71Ta0.29O3 doped with 0.25 mol% Mn) (Cerpetech A/S, Norway) were mixed with ethanol as solvent, polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) (Sigma Aldrich, Germany) as a dispersant and milled for 72 h. A binder system (a mixture of a polyvinyl butyral (PVB) binder (Sekisui Chemical Ltd, USA) and Pycal 94 plasticizer (Tapecasting Warehouse Inc., USA)) [26] was added and the slurry was rolled carefully for 16–24 h before filtering, evacuation and tape casting. To introduce texture, platelet-shaped (100)-oriented NaNbO3 (made in-house according to [27]) corresponding to 10 vol% of the KNNLT was added to the slurry after filtering, and homogenized by 10 min mixing with a magnetic stirrer and 10 min of ultrasonication before evacuation and tape casting. For the slurry the porous for the support layer, 50 vol% of the KNNLT was replaced by polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) (type 10G (d50 of 9 μm), Esprix, USA) or graphite (type UF1 (d50 of 3 μm), Graphit Kropfmühl AG, Germany) as pore formers [28–30]. The pore formers were added together with the KNNLT powder at the start of the process. The tape casting speed was 20 cm min−1 for all tapes. Dense layer tapes were cast with a doctor blade gap of 200–400 μm, porous layer tapes 500–1000 μm and air-dried overnight. Dried tape cast sheets were screen printed with Pt paste (product #5542, ESL ElectroScience, PA, USA) and laminated at 110 °C while the electrode paste was wet. Debinding and sintering were performed in air with the samples kept flat by two alumina plates. The thermal program was: heating with 15 °C h−1 to 200 °C (isothermal hold for 2 h), 6 °C h−1 to 300 °C (isothermal hold for 2 h), 6 °C h−1 to 350 °C (isothermal hold for 2 h), 6 °C h−1 to 400 °C (isothermal hold for 2 h), 10 °C h−1 to 450 °C (isothermal hold for 2 h), 10 °C h−1 to 550 °C (isothermal hold for 2 h), and 10 °C h−1 to 600 °C (isothermal hold for 2 h).
6 °C h\(^{-1}\) to 410 °C (isothermal hold for 2 h), 6 °C h\(^{-1}\) to 450 °C (isothermal hold for 2 h), 15 °C h\(^{-1}\) to 600 °C (isothermal hold for 4 h), 200 °C h\(^{-1}\) to 1100 °C (isothermal hold for 14 h), cooling with 200 °C h\(^{-1}\) to 25 °C.

Characterization

Debinding and densification of the tapes were studied with thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and differential thermal analysis (DTA) (STA 409PC/PG, Netzsch, Germany), contact dilatometry (DIL 402, Netzsch, Germany) and optical dilatometry (TOMMI, Fraunhofer Institut für Silicatforschung ISC, Würzburg, Germany). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was conducted with a Hitachi TM3000 (Hitachi High-Technologies Europe GmbH, Germany) to investigate the microstructure of the sintered multilayers. The samples were mounted in epoxy with the cross-section up and polished with a 0.25 μm diamond suspension before SEM. The software ImageJ (version 1.48v, Wayne Rasband, National Institute of Health, USA) was used to analyze the porosity in the multilayers from the micrographs of their cross-sections. X-ray diffraction (XRD) was conducted on as-sintered top surfaces of the multilayers with a Bruker D8 (Bruker, USA) to investigate the structure, phase purity and texture. Texture was calculated based on the intensity of the \(\{h00\}\) reflections relative to the other reflections according to the Lotgering equation [31].

The sintered multilayer samples were contacted by Ag paste (product AGG3790, Agar Scientific, UK) painted as one electrode on the top, and one electrode on the side in contact with the middle, co-sintered Pt electrode. Four co-sintered, multilayered samples were characterized in detail, two textured and two non-textured. Ferroelectric response was measured with a TF2000 ferroelectric characterization system (aixACCT, Germany), then samples were poled at 3 kV mm\(^{-1}\) for 30 min at room temperature. The electromechanical thickness mode properties of the thick films were deduced from the measurements with a spectrum analyzer (Agilent 4395 A, Palo Alto, CA, USA) of the complex electrical impedance as a function of frequency. The one-dimensional KLM equivalent electrical circuit [32–34] was used to calculate the theoretical behavior of the electrical impedance of the multilayer structure. From the experimental data, a fitting process was implemented to deduce several thickness mode parameters of the piezoelectric thick films [22, 35] The studied structures are composed of four layers with porous substrate, bottom Pt and top Ag electrodes and the piezoelectric thick film. Parameters of the electrodes were taken from Selfridge [36] and acoustic parameters of the porous substate were measured with two ultrasound transducers according to the procedure described in Bakarič et al [37]. All the physical and dimensional properties of the three inert layers were considered as constant, along with thickness and density of the thick films in the KLM model. Finally, five thickness mode parameters of the thick films were deduced: the longitudinal wave velocity \(C_L\), the dielectric constant at constant strain \(\varepsilon_{33}^{\text{e}}/\varepsilon_0\), the effective thickness coupling factor \(k_t\) and the loss factors (mechanical: tan \(\delta_m\); electrical: tan \(\delta_e\)).

Results

Fabrication of slurries, tapes and multilayers

The results of the thermal analysis (TGA and DTA) are shown in figure 1. The dense tape contains no pore former and therefore has the lowest mass loss (35 wt%). Its mass loss occurs gradually from 100 °C to 400 °C, with a marked exothermic DTA signal around 400 °C from the binder burning out. The tape with graphite as a pore former also shows a similar exothermic reaction, although a little shifted to higher temperatures, followed by another exothermic signal as the graphite starts to burn at around 550 °C. The total mass loss of the graphite-based tape is very high (60 wt%). Using PMMA as a pore former results in an endothermic debinding as the PMMA decomposes around 400 °C, masking the exothermic signal from the binder. This tape has a total weight loss of 50 wt%.

Figure 2 shows the shrinkage and shrinkage rate of the tapes during debinding and sintering, measured with both contact and optical dilatometry. In the contact dilatometer (figure 2(a)) all samples shrink significantly already at 50 °C–150 °C, then more at 700 °C. The dense tape shows a further shrinkage at 1100 °C. The second shrinkage step, around 700 °C, is a little delayed in the PMMA-based tape compared to the dense tape, and spans over a wider temperature range in the graphite-based tape (easiest to observe from the shrinkage rates in figure 2(b)). The final shrinkage around 1100 °C is also less pronounced in these two tapes with pore formers than the dense tape. All samples have a high total shrinkage: 39% in the dense tape, 66% in the PMMA tape and 79% in the graphite tape. The largest factor in these different total shrinkages is the extent of shrinkage at low temperature (50 °C–150 °C), which is strongly enhanced in the tapes with pore former tapes compared to the dense tape. Shrinkage at such low temperatures cannot occur due to densification, but can be an effect of the load from the contact dilatometer pushrod on the soft tapes. Measurements with an optical dilatometer (only available up to 1000 °C) were therefore performed to avoid the samples being mechanically deformed. Here, we see that the overall shrinkage is lower, and especially the significant shrinkage at low temperatures is avoided.
Still, the overall order of total shrinkage is the same as for the measurements with the contact dilatometer. The shrinkage observed with real samples after the debinding part only, and after the complete debinding and sintering program (see Methods section) are in good agreement with the predictions from the optical dilatometer.

Microstructures of co-sintered transducers of dense layers on porous supports are shown in figure 3. Please note that the right hand side column is a higher magnification version of the image in the left hand side column. Figure 3(a) shows the textured, dense layer on the PMMA-based porous support. From the top to the bottom in this micrograph is the outer Ag electrode, the thick KNNLTM film, the inner Pt electrode and the porous KNNLTM substrate. The outer Ag electrode (applied after sintering to avoid diffusion into the KNNLTM) is 10–20 μm thick, quite porous (55%–75% dense) and adheres well to the dense KNNLTM layer. The textured KNNLTM layer is 50–75 μm thick, 81%–86% dense and has some distinct, large (∼10 μm) brick-shaped grains from the templated grain growth process. The Pt electrode is close to 100% dense and ∼5 μm thick, with a few discontinuities in the shown 2D section of the sample. The adherence between the KNNLTM dense tape and the inner Pt electrode is very good, while in samples made on very thick supports (985 μm, not shown), a tiny gap (<1 μm) between the KNNLTM dense tape and the Pt could be observed. Laminating samples after the Pt electrode had dried caused a macroscopically visible delamination in all samples (not shown). The microstructure of the PMMA-based porous support contains the typical cube grains (<10 μm) of KNN-based piezoelectrics, with some irregular, spherical pores (∼10 μm) after pyrolysis of the PMMA spheres. The porous PMMA-based support has a density of around 55%. Figure 3(b) shows a sample of the same layer configuration as (a), but without texture in the dense layer. The overall structure is similar, but the dense KNNLTM layer is denser (92%). Initial studies with co-sintering the dense KNNLTM tapes with porous tapes made with graphite as the pore former resulted in completely delaminated and curled porous tape, as seen in figure 4(a). From the microstructure image in figure 3(c) (only graphite-based layer visible), we can also see that the graphite pore former resulted in less pronounced pore morphology, smaller pores (<5 μm) and very low porosity (83% dense). PMMA-based tapes were therefore chosen as the porous support for the remainder of this study, due to
their higher porosity and compatibility in co-sintering. An example of a successful co-sintering and contacting for electromechanical testing is shown in figure 4(b).
Characterization of co-sintered multilayers

Figure 5 shows the XRD patterns of the top of the co-sintered KNNLTM multilayer transducers. The patterns are indexed with KNNLTM peaks according to PDF 32-0822 for KNbO₃ (isostructural to KNNLTM) and JCPDS 04-0783 for Ag. Possible Nb-rich secondary phases are marked with *. The main phase of all samples is KNNLTM. Some reflections between 20° and 30° 2θ are visible to various extents, typical for Nb-rich secondary phases (e.g. K₂Nb₄O₁₁ or K₄Nb₆O₁₇) [38, 39]. The largest differences between the samples are the relative intensities of the KNNLTM reflections. An increase in the {h00} type reflections versus the other {hkl} indicates that the desired (100)-type texture has been successfully introduced in the sample (the quantified volume of texture given by the Lotgering calculation is shown in the figure).

The results of the electromechanical performance are summarized in table 1 at the end of this section. When analyzing the properties, it should be kept in mind that the non-textured samples have significantly higher density (92%–95%) than the textured samples (81%–84%), as can be seen in figure 6. The ferroelectric response of the multilayers is shown in figure 7. From the hysteresis loops in figure 7(a), we can see that the polarization-electric field response of the samples shows ferroelectric hysteresis. The magnitudes of the saturated (Pₛ) and remanent (Pᵣ) polarization, the coercive field (Eₑ) and the gap between the start and end polarization values differ strongly between the samples. For example, Pᵣ varies from 6 to 20 µC cm⁻², which is in the typical range for KNN-based samples [8] while the specific KNNTLM composition is expected to have ~17 µC cm⁻² in non-textured KNNLTM [40], and ~7 µC cm⁻² in (100)-oriented single crystal KNNLTM [25]. The polarization decreases in the textured compared to non-textured samples, expected from both due to the alignment of the polar axis off the direction of the electric field and the lower density in these samples compared to the non-textured [41]. Unexpected high polarization response is a typical sign of leakage current, contributions to the polarization signal [41]. From the current signal in figure 7(b) it is easier to distinguish the contribution of

### Table 1. Properties of KNNLTM multilayer transducers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>1-textured</th>
<th>2-textured</th>
<th>3-non-textured</th>
<th>4-non-textured</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dense layer rel. density (%)</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dense layer texture (%)</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dense layer thickness (µm)</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support thickness (µm)</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>435</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support rel. density (%)</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pₛ (µC cm⁻²)</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>19.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eₑ (kV mm⁻¹)</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kₑ (%)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ε₃₃/ε₀</td>
<td>(-)</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C₄₄₀(D) (GPa)</td>
<td>63.3</td>
<td>65.1</td>
<td>95.3</td>
<td>74.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C₄₄ (m s⁻¹)</td>
<td>3900</td>
<td>3900</td>
<td>4500</td>
<td>3915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zₑ (MRayl)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
leakage current and ferroelectric switching current, as the latter is a peak occurring at the coercive field, while the former occurs at all field strengths, sometimes increasing with the field strength magnitude. All samples display signs of ferroelectric switching, but it is obvious that sample 4-non-textured is dominated by leakage current rather than switching current. We can also observe a strong asymmetry between the positive and negative field direction, which is common for systems of asymmetric samples and electrode configuration, like the different top and bottom electrodes used in this work [41].

The real and imaginary parts of the electrical impedance ($Z$), recorded from the poled samples and fitted to the KLM model, are shown in figure 8 (for two samples). The thickness of the porous substrate was in the same range as the ratio of longitudinal wave velocity in this substrate to the fundamental resonance frequency of the piezoelectric thick film (in free resonator conditions), which leads to several peaks (coupled resonance) [42]. Moreover, the bottom platinum electrode must be taken into account since the thickness is also of the same order as the piezoelectric thick films.

The results from the KLM model applied to the impedance spectra are shown in figure 9 as a function of the degree of texture in the samples. The dielectric constant at constant strain (figure 9(a)) is around 200–400 for non-textured samples, and decreases to 250 in the textured samples. This is in agreement with both their higher porosity and previous studies on textured KNN-based samples [43]. The elastic constant $C_{33}^D$ (figure 9(b)), deduced from the longitudinal wave velocity and density, is decreasing with texture, probably related to their higher porosity compared to the non-textured samples. Figure 9(c) shows the thickness coupling coefficient, $k_t$, of the samples. Here, we can see that the highest $k_t$ value (18%) is in the sample with the highest degree of (100) texture. The KLM model also gives values for the mechanical and dielectric loss, but both the values of the mechanical losses (20%–30%) and the electrical loss values (2.2%–3.7%) are unreliably high in our materials, probably related to inhomogeneous thickness that the 1D model cannot account for. The acoustic impedance,
Zac, of the samples can be calculated from the longitudinal wave velocity, $C_L$, from the KLM model combined with the density, $\rho$, from $Z_{ac} = \rho C_L$. The acoustic impedance of the multilayer samples is in the range of 16–21 MRayl (table 1).

**Discussion**

**Fabrication of multilayered KNNLTM transducers**

The thermal analysis shows several aspects that need to be considered for successful multilayer fabrication. TGA results (figure 1(a)) show that the co-sintering, especially the porous part, requires careful control of the thermal program and access to air, such that the debinding and mass loss can occur without damaging the samples. This was successfully achieved with the debinding program presented in the Methods section with isothermal holds, where the mass loss is strongest, and the use of a furnace with flowing air. The flowing air is especially crucial since the samples had to be kept between alumina plates to stay flat. Differences in sintering shrinkage is also a potential cause of bending and delaminations during sintering [44], which is observed to some extent by the slight curvature of the multilayers (direction of bending agrees with a higher shrinkage of the porous layer versus the dense, figure 3). The overall shape of the tapes’ dilatometry curves resemble that of powder of the same composition [40], but the differences in the magnitude of shrinkage is related to the softness and compressibility at low temperature, and extra shrinkage related to the use of pore formers [21]. Here, the choice of PMMA as the pore former made it possible to limit the differences in total shrinkage to ~10% between the dense and the porous layers, and successfully co-sinter this combination, in contrast to the delamination seen with graphite (20% shrinkage difference) (figures 3(c) and 4(a)). Since the dense and the porous layers are both KNNLTM, no
cracking or delamination due to differences in thermal expansion coefficients (TEC) are expected. Although the TEC of Pt is quite low (−9 × 10⁻⁶ K⁻¹) [45] compared to other metals, the difference from the TEC of KNNLTM is probably more than 1 × 10⁻⁶ K⁻¹ (the TEC of KNN is ~7 × 10⁻⁶ K⁻¹) [46]. In our system, the stresses due to sintering or TEC mismatches might be somewhat alleviated by the porosity (decreasing stiffness and thus increasing crack resistance) [47] and the low layer thickness (decreasing the total energy) of the Pt layer [48]. Still, the TEC mismatch or sintering stress could be the origin of the minor delaminations between Pt and KNNLTM observed if the support layer thickness was increased.

Densification of KNN-based ceramics is generally challenging [40, 49], which is also reflected in the density of the textured multilayer transducers made in this work. A density of 81%–84% in the textured layers is significantly lower compared to what can be expected in bulk ceramics [24, 40]. Low density is known to cause a reduction of the dielectric permittivity and piezoelectric coefficients such as d33 in the transducers, but does not have such a strong effect on the kₘ coupling coefficient [50]. In the non-textured samples, the density is higher, implying that the templated grain growth into texture hinders the densification. Combined with the development of a sufficient degree of texture in the thick films, without any limitations in the support thickness, these are important contributions to the research on textured ceramics. First of all, it challenges the conception that templated grain growth only occurs at >95% density [51]. Secondly, it demonstrates that templated grain growth also can occur in thick films, where the feature size is lower than in bulk samples, and also when co-sintered in a multilayered structure. This is promising for the introduction of texture in other novel geometries with fine feature size, such as 3D printed structures.

**Electromechanical performance of the multilayered KNNLTM transducers**

The results from the KLM model based on the electrical impedance measurements show that the texture, as expected, improves the piezoelectricity, in the form of the thickness coupling coefficient kₘ. Due to the manufacturing technique (several manual process steps and thin layers), a higher sample-to-sample variation can be expected for thick film multilayered samples, compared to bulk samples made by pressing powders and sintering pellets followed by machining and polishing surfaces. We do observe some variations in performance between otherwise similar samples (3-non-textured and 4-non-textured) especially in the dielectric permittivity and coupling coefficient (figure 9). Despite the higher density in 4-non-textured, this sample has lower dielectric permittivity than 3-non-textured. When evaluating the ferroelectric response, it is obvious that sample 4-non-textured has a higher conductivity than 3-non-textured (figure 7). This could indicate chemical impurities, secondary phases, variations in thickness and electrode coverage, or other microstructural features that promote lower dielectric permittivity and pathways of higher conductivity throughout the thick film. The small differences between samples 1-textured and 2-non-textured can be ascribed to the small difference in the degree of texture, but also here, microstructural or chemical effects could come into play. Still, such defects are expected to be possible to limit if the multilayered synthesis is carefully controlled, as all the techniques utilized (with the exemption of the synthesis of NaNbO₃ particles for templated grain growth) are up-scalable and shown to be ideal for fabrication of e.g. multilayered ceramic capacitors [52] once transferred to industrial environments. This is not the scope of this study, but rather it demonstrates that the introduction of texture increases the performance for energy conversion, and that tape casting and co-sintering of multilayers with textured piezoelectrics are possible.

As a lead-free material system, the KNNLTM multilayers have an advantage for energy harvesting for consumer electronics. The most promising application would be as large-area harvesters at elevated temperature, in order to best utilize the scalability of the processing techniques applied and the higher temperature stability of the co-sintered system compared to glued transducers, which can mechanically deform above 70 °C. The low mechanical quality factor corresponds to a large frequency bandwidth, advantageous for energy harvesting from environments with a large variation in vibration sources [3]. The low permittivity is also an advantage for use in a non-resonant application, where the kₘ of the synthesis of NaNbO₃ particles for templated grain growth) are up-scalable and shown to be ideal for fabrication of e.g. multilayered ceramic capacitors [52] once transferred to industrial environments. This is not the scope of this study, but rather it demonstrates that the introduction of texture increases the performance for energy conversion, and that tape casting and co-sintering of multilayers with textured piezoelectrics are possible.

As thick films supported on porous substrates, these transducers have many advantages for use in high-frequency medical ultrasounds. The low acoustic impedance (<20 MRayl) compared to the traditional lead-based systems (>30 MRayl) [53] are very favorable, since an impedance value closer to that of biological tissue....
(1.5 MRayl) [33] reduces the loss of ultrasonic energy across the interfaces between the transducer and the biological tissue to be examined. The relatively low dielectric permittivity of the transducers and the values of the sound velocity are suitable for a single-element transducer operating at high-frequency [9]. Still, the thickness coupling coefficient should be increased to values above 30%. Improving the poling conditions, as discussed above, is the best pathway towards this. The substrate layer should also be thicker or more porous, such that the coupled resonator behavior is suppressed, and this layer can be considered as a backing with a semi-infinite medium behavior. The co-sintering process has the advantage of producing layers of similar acoustic impedance compared to gluing the piezoelectric to a backing, typically with a low acoustic impedance polymer-based glue [22]. In general, the integrated, co-sintered multilayer structure with texture demonstrated for the first time in this work has, once slightly higher coupling coefficients are realized, promise for use in ultrasound transduction.

Conclusion

Piezoelectric transducers of the lead-free composition Li_{0.06}(K_{0.52}Na_{0.48})_{0.94}Nb_{0.71}Ta_{0.29}O_{3} with 0.25 mol% Mn (KNNLTM) were studied as multilayers made by tape casting and co-sintering. By using PMMA as the pore former, porous support layers could successfully be co-sintered with a dense KNNLTM thick film and Pt inner electrode, while tapes with graphite as the pore former could not be co-sintered due to larger differences in shrinkage. Texture up to 85% in the [100] crystallographic direction could be developed by templated grain growth from NaNbO_{3} templates. This sample with the highest degree of texture, displayed the highest piezoelectric response in form of the highest thickness coupling coefficient k_{t} of 0.18. Our work demonstrates that introduction of texture and increased piezoelectric response is possible via co-sintering on porous substrates, and that this method has promise for applications for ultrasound transducers and energy harvesting.
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